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“Our art comes from our Dreaming” 

Exploring the Becoming of Ngan’gi Art from Nauiyu, Australia 

This thesis is an ethnographic study of the art produced by Ngan’gi artists who are members 

of Merrepen Arts, an art centre located in Nauiyu, a rural Aboriginal community in Northern 

Australia. Ngan’gi art in itself, but also the art’s origin, circulation and the artistic production 

practices performed by Ngan’gi artists, makes up the thematic focus of this thesis. Drawing 

on 18 months of ethnographic fieldwork among the Ngan’gi artists in Nauiyu and in many 

fine art galleries and museums in the main cities of Australia, this thesis is moving between 

local art production and international art world scenes. Øien shows how Ngan’gi art is 

characterised by a translation of sacred Ngan’gi cosmological imagery into commercial 

paintings and prints. Taking a critical look at the intercultural confrontations involved with 

this symbolic transformation Øien found inspiration in the analytical term “the becoming of 

art” introduced by Morphy (2008). Drawing on Morphy’s work Øien combines detailed 

descriptions of the art’s origin, cosmological foundation, and kinship based art production 

practices, with a symbolic analysis of Ngan’gi designs, as well as exploring representations 

surrounding Ngan’gi art circulation and artistic intention. Øien aims at uncovering how all 

these elements are mutually constitutive to the “becoming” of Ngan’gi art. This study spans 

the complexities embedded in Ngan’gi art by following the complete path from origin to 

production, to distribution among consumers. This approach provides a fruitful outset for 

understanding how art circulation and the interconnectedness between local Ngan’gi artists 

and other art world participants facilitate dynamic transformations in the art’s value, status 

and meaning. Øien reveals how the Ngan’gi artists chose to create commercialised creative 

extension of sacred designs due to a fundamental wish to share the stories of Ngan’gi culture, 

cosmology, society and history. Art has for Aboriginal artists facilitated public visibility, 

cultural recognition, and provided income, as well as a mean to communicate cross-culturally 

and educate their audience of the sacred value embedded in their art. 

 

Characteristic to Ngan’gi art is that the artists employ visual symbols in their designs to 

communicate culturally specific stories. Anchored in Aboriginal systems of image making 

the Ngan’gi illustrate ritual practises, seasonal bush tucker (foods), Christian Biblical events, 

and public Dreamtime stories with reference to Ancestral creations. In the past moments of 

Ancestral creations shared substance originated between humans, Ancestors, and the land. 

According to Ngan’gi cosmological concepts this notion of shared substance extends also to 
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material forms. Aesthetic painting-practices are furthermore controlled by Ancestral Law, as 

reproductions of certain Dreaming designs are restricted to members of design owning 

kinship groups. The Ngan’gi artists therefore value their art as manifestations of a spiritual 

and kinship based identity. A symbolic art analysis captures how Ngan’gi acrylic paintings 

embraces this complex form of symbolic representation, where the first (symbols in a design) 

is considered a manifestation of the latter (the communicated meaning). Øien merges a 

symbolic analysis with more recent theories in art analysis, by focusing on how locally 

grounded painting practices change when individual artists innovatively negotiate their use 

and interpretation of symbols. A main finding is that when Ngan’gi artists paint kinship 

owned stories with cosmological references, such shared subject-matter is illustrated with 

differentiated figurative or abstract styles. Øien therefore argues that Ngan’gi artistic 

practises are located in the nexus between past and present cultural painting conventions and 

individual artistic creativity, intention and agency. 

 

In exploring the becoming of Ngan’gi art, circulation is also made into an analytical category 

in itself, with the interest of addressing how local Ngan’gi artists confront the challenges 

inherent in the art worlds. For Ngan’gi artists Merrepen Arts provides their main scene for 

customer dealings, although, their art has also been included in, and excluded from, 

privileged fine art galleries with international scope. Thus, art exchanges are what 

simultaneously enable and limit Ngan’gi opportunities for artistic autonomy and recognition. 

Øien demonstrates how these spaces act as intercultural meeting places where Aboriginal 

artists, customers, spectators, curators, and art critics are brought together by a shared interest 

in art. Øien argues for using the terms “seeing” and “showing” of art as analytic concepts to 

shed light on how art appreciation and presentations grants objects a particular value and as 

such make them into art. A central argument is also to capture the dynamic character of 

Ngan’gi art by describing how artists develop their designs in compliance with customer 

preferences and the demands of gallery and museum curators. 

 

Compared to the art of the neighbouring Arnhem Land regions and the Western Desert, 

which has been the subject of extensive anthropological research, the art of Nauiyu has been 

relatively neglected as a research topic. Øien provides new ethnographic knowledge 

concerning the regional characteristics of the Aboriginal Australian Ngan’gi art. This thesis 

theoretically engages with wider scholarly debates regarding art, by blurring the disciplinarily 
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borders between art analysis, visual and social anthropology. The value of the insight inspired 

by the empirical material from Nauiyu contributes to the anthropological understanding of the 

complex interrelations and ambivalent dialogues involved in the act of painting, when the art 

has a cosmological foundation that combines artistic creativity with Ancestral precedence.  

 


